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                Our global presence

                    Competing in the international market, requires a strong global presence. We continue to strengthen our presence in key markets, develop innovative solutions and acquire companies in prioritised areas. Saab's products are sold to over 100 countries and we currently operates in over 30 countries.
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                                        A modern fighter's objective is to secure airspace and fulfil missions against complex threats, within a broad spectrum of different scenarios. With that in mind, Gripen fighters are designed with smart and easily adaptable technical solutions to be able to dominate the battlespace for decades to come.
                                    

                                        Gripen – controlling the battlespace in a changing world

                                        
                                            Fighting in modern conflict requires being, persistent and constantly one step ahead of potential threats and opponents. Rapid technological progress has driven the development of longer reach weapons and radars with greater precision, low signature targets and advanced electronic warfare. Air combat is now defined and driven by technology. But it’s also about how to use technology in a smart way.Born to fight a superpower, smart thinking is in the Gripen DNA. We think "smart" is all about what’s on the inside of a fighter, not what’s on the outside. Gripen’s unique avionics architecture is the definition of smart. It might not sound exciting, but it is a game-changer. It means we can reconfigure the inside of Gripen without affecting the airframe. Or put another way, we can rapidly upgrade Gripen’s avionics whenever new technology becomes available.With Gripen you will always have the newest, fastest computers running the latest algorithms, the latest sensors and the most advanced weaponry. It gives you the advantage to see more and act faster than your opponent. In an age where software beats hardware and adaptability beats predictability, Gripen has redefined what it means to fight smart. We fight with technological force.That’s why we call it the Smart Fighter.
                                        

                            

                        

                    

            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                        
            Our products

            
                Here's our offer within Fighter Systems.
            

    


                    
                        
                                
                                    
                                        


                                        
                                            Gripen E-series carries a variety of both active and passive measures to disrupt enemy efforts and protect itself and other friendly units. Its advanced electronic warfare system, similar to an electronic shield, allows disruption of the enemy’s ability to function effectively.
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                                            Gripen C-series is the most reliable multi-role combat aircraft available in the world today. Over 150 million people in five countries on three continents rely on Gripen C-series to protect their independence. With successful participation in NATO-led as well as numerous exercises and air policing assignments across the world, Gripen C-series is ready for any mission. Anywhere.
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                                            Gripen's smart support solution is the most efficient and flexible on the fighter market, inherent in the aircraft system design from the very beginning. This unique feature gives Gripen an unprecedented advantage and cost effectiveness.
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                                                    The MSS is a product with different selectable options that integrate tactical information from various intelligence sources, displayed on a common workspace with high-resolution map-support. This allows for efficient team collaboration. With a semi- to fully automatic assessment of the operational parameters, the operators receives a comprehensive support from order to report.


                                                

                                            
                                        

                                

                            

                            
                        

                

            

        

    




    
        
            
                
                        
            Gripen calendar images for download

    


                    
    
                        


    

    
                            Gripen calendar 2024

                            
                                Welcome to the Gripen calendar 2024. You are more than welcome to use the images as desktop background if you want. Just click on the download icon on the lower right side of the image.

 

                            

    Take me to the download section of Gripen calendar 2024.
    

                    

                    
    
                        


    

    
                            Amazing wallpapers for mobile phone and desktop

                            
                                Make your mobile phone or desktop extra cool with some great wallpapers from us at Saab. Choose your favourite image of Gripen E in action and in different environments.

                            

    Yes, I want to add a nice wallpaper to my mobile phone or desktop.
    

                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                        
            News & stories

            
                Learn more about us and how we support our customers.
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                Deploy. Survive. Win.

                
                    The Gripen fighter system exists to guarantee air superiority in time of war. Sweden’s operational requirements for Gripen were driven by a superpower threat of all-out conflict across air, land and sea. This simple statement hides the highest possible objective; national survival. The result was a fighter from Saab that is threat-driven at every point in its design, and utterly unique. 
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                The Brazilian Air Force receives another Gripen E.

                
                    The fighter jet, with registration FAB 4107, landed at Anápolis Air Base (BAAN) on Friday morning, December 15.
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                Hungarian Gripen exercised in field conditions

                
                    The Adaptive Hussars 2023 exercise of the Hungarian Defence Forces brought pilots, technicians and equipment of the MH Szentgyörgyi Dezső 101st Aviation to the Lake Balaton area. Here, at Sármellék, a former air base used by Soviet Air Force for more than 33 years ago, acted as the new environment for five Hungarian Gripen fighters and its personell.
                

            

            
        
    

                        

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                        
            You might also be interested in 

            
                Find out more about Saab as an employer, our broad market offering and innovative solutions in these selected sections.
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                Keeping people and society safe

                Saab serves the global market of governments, authorities and corporations with products, services and solutions ranging from military defence to civil security.
Saab AB (publ), SE-581 88 Linköping, Sweden, Reg No 556036-0793.
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